After Action Report: Dawn Patrol

Spitzemeister’s FJ Team Advance Into Le Clos

Introduction
The Dulles Wargaming Club (DWC) play-tested the new Final Combat double-blind scenario entitled
“Dawn Patrol – AKA Blundering in the Mist” on Saturday, 23 August 2008. This scenario is a
meeting engagement between two evenly matched reconnaissance patrols. It is designed for play in
15mm scale and features two identical 4’x6’ terrain boards. In the Final Combat system, a 4x6 board
represents an area of approximately 160 yards x 240 yards in 15mm scale. The DWC will present this
game at Fall-In on Saturday, 8 November 2008. This AAR was written in narrative form by the GM –
the only person at the game with a complete picture of the timing of actions and events and the order
in which they occurred. All inaccuracies are his alone, for which he pleads guilty of a faulty memory.

Setting
7 June 1944 -- As the sun rises and begins to burn off the mists around Le Clos, France, the Allied
“Breakout” is in full motion. On the US side, a battalion of the 90th Infantry Division’s 358th Infantry
Regiment occupied the village of St. Ouen des Vallons, only 3 miles south of Le Clos, during the night
brushing aside weak German pockets of resistance. During a short re-supply lull in the eastward
advance on Le Mans, the battalion commander orders a patrol north into Le Clos to determine if any
German forces are on his open left flank or if trailing US forces have closed yesterday’s gap.
Meanwhile, a battered German battalion Kampfgruppe (KG) of the 5th Fallschirmjaeger Division
occupied Deux-Evailles to the north of Le Clos with the mission of screening the LXXXI Corps
southern flank from a US strike northward. The KG commander sends one of his platoons south to Le
Clos to contact the German Pioneers reportedly operating there or to outpost the town if un-occupied
by the Pioneers
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Planning and Organization
Sgt. Peters organized his combat patrol into three teams—two BAR teams under Cpl.’s Paukovich and
Riley to provide overwatch and fire support and a maneuver/assault team under his direct command.
Paukovich’s team was ordered to move northward east of the stream to occupy the farmhouse (No. 5
on the map) on the high ground; Riley’s team would move northward across the open field west of the
stream using the morning fog/mist for concealment to occupy the house (No. 2) west of the church
(No. 1); and Peters would take his team directly up the stream bed (the water level of which was
ankle-high at most) using the stream bed’s sides and the hovering mist to conceal their approach to the
church.
Feldwebel Keuppe divided his “platoon” into three teams: an MG42 team under his direct command
and two maneuver teams under Unteroffiziers Lakai and Busch. Keuppe would take his LMG team
into Le Clos along
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Game Map of Le Clos

the dirt road west of the stream to take up position in house No. 3 directly east of the bridge. Lakai
and Busch were directed to advance southward using the stream bed and mist for concealment and
have one team establish an over-watch position in the row-house (No. 4) and the other team move into
the church.

Action Begins
With both sides’ plans set, the first action chit was drawn. Keuppe double-timed his 5-man team along
the road into town and reached the intersection north of house No. 3 without incident by the end of
Turn 1. To Keuppe’s left, Busch and Lakai advanced cautiously south within the streambed using the
mist for concealment to reach a point about 25 yards north of the western side of house No. 4.
Throughout the advance the FJ teams were unable to detect any indications of enemy or friendly
forces in the area.
Sgt. Peters moved his 5-man team quickly northward within the streambed. During the advance
Peters’s rifle grenadier reported hearing yelling in German in the distance off to his left.
Unfortunately, the speed of advance caused Pvt. Augustine, the squad’s new replacement, to lose
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contact in the fog with the soldier in front of him. Augustine, in a panic, froze, the result of which was
the rest of his team advanced out of hearing range and, in the process, lost the firepower of one M1
Garand. Meanwhile, Riley’s BAR team advanced cautiously and without incident about 30 yards
northward through the mist covering the open field to the west of the streambed. Paukovich’s team
advanced to farmhouse No. 5 and prepared to clear and occupy it during the next turn.

Paukovich's Team Nears the Farmhouse

Turn 2
Peters and his now 4-man team reached the east bank of the bend in the stream directly south of the
church, scrambled up the embankment under cover of the mist, and began to sprint toward the rear of
the church. To their surprise, and relief, they received no fire. With the BAR gunner and a rifleman
covering them, Paukovich and a second rifleman burst into farmhouse No. 5’s ground floor
encountering nothing more than a very frightened French family. Directing the family in broken
French and gestures into the cellar, Paukovich led his team upstairs and established over-watch of the
area around the church, the eastern end of the bridge, and the village’s main east-west street fronting
the church. As the sun continued to climb into the sky, Riley and his team noticed that the mist
covering their field had begun to thin. He ordered his team to change direction to the west and they
raced for the cover of the hedgerow. As the turn concluded the team gained the cover of the west side
of the hedgerow without receiving fire. All alone, It took several moments for Augustine to recover
his wits and steel himself to follow his team up the streambed.
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Peters Team Races to the Church

Meanwhile, on the west side of Le Clos, Keuppe ordered his team to occupy house No. 3 directly to
their front while he covered them with his MP40. As the team advanced, Keuppe detected movement
in the open ground near the hedgerow about 80 yards southwest of his location. Upon closer
inspection, he spotted a US soldier running westward toward the hedgerow. Realizing the target was
out of range and not wanting to give away his position, Keuppe sprinted after his team alerting them to
the presence of Americans and directing them to cover the field and hedgerow south and southwest of
their position. At the stream, Busch and Laika ordered their teams up out of the streambed. Busch led
his team at a dead run south along the eastern bank of the stream toward the cover of house No. 4’s
west wall. Laika urged his team to move quickly directly south toward the back of the house. He
brought up the rear with the patrol’s medic. Given the lack of any enemy fire, Laika began to think
this mission might be a push-over.

Turn 3
Laika’s perception was about to change. While closing on house No. 4 and covering his team’s rear, a
burst of automatic fire rang out from his left, passing within inches of his and the medic’s heads. Both
troopers dived forward to reach the cover of the building. After a couple of seconds spent collecting
themselves, Laika ordered his team into the western most of the three row-houses and followed them
in. With the distinct sound of BAR fire ringing in his ears, Busch assembled his team behind the cover
of house No. 4’s western exterior wall and directed two of his troopers to ready hand grenades.
Preparing his only smoke grenade, he told his team, at his signal, to rush toward the bridge’s center
and move under the cover of it southward along the east bank. Busch tossed his grenade out into the
road at the east end of the bridge and, as the smoke began to billow, gave the signal to move.
Crouching, the team dashed toward the arch of the bridge as a burst of BAR fire passed over their
heads. In the house at the west end of the bridge, Keuppe’s team set up the MG42 and scanned the
fields and hedgerows to the south and west. As a second burst of BAR fire ripped in the distance off
to their left, the team caught a brief glimpse of a US soldier dashing toward the rear of house No. 2.
The soldier disappeared as quickly as he appeared and the team maintained its fire discipline.
Between BAR bursts, Keuppe’s team heard the crash of splintering wood from the direction of the
church.
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Laika's Team Dashes for the Rowhouse

Meanwhile, taking a couple of seconds to rest after their dash to the hedgerow, Riley’s team peered
through the northern stretch of hedgerow and studied their objective – house No. 2 – the road
intersection, and house No. 3. All three locations appeared clear, but something about house No. 3
raised the hackles on Riley’s neck. Ordering one rifleman to cover them from the intersection where
the two stretches of hedgerow joined, he led his BAR gunner and his second rifleman to the northwest
using the hedgerow as a screen on their right. As soon as the objective house blocked most of the
view of house No. 3, Riley and his two soldiers dashed to the rear of house No. 2, leaping over a low
wall along the way. A BAR opened fire in the distance to the east, but no fire came their way.
Gasping for air, they somehow managed to heave a collective sigh of relief. Peters’ team made it
safely to the back of the church, crossed the churchyard’s stone wall, and reached the rear door to the
Sacristy/bell tower only to find it locked and bolted. It took three men and their collective adrenaline
rush caused by the sound of BAR fire to smash through the centuries’ old oak door. As the team
rushed in, Peterson directed the radio operator to climb to the top of the bell tower and establish
contact with the Company. The patrol’s medic took up position to cover the now useless rear door
with his M1911 pistol and Peters and the rifle grenadier moved to cover the Nave’s side and front
doors from the Sacristy’s doorway into the church. Back in the streambed, Pvt. Augustine continued
his cautious advance. About 10 yards short of the steam bend, he heard an automatic weapon fire and
dived prone into the water. Augustine then heard wood crashing followed quickly by a second burst
of automatic fire. No sooner did Paukovich’s team set up their firing positions in house No. 5, than
did the BAR assistant gunner spot enemy infantry running from the stream to the rear of house No. 4.
Acquiring the targets with the help of his assistant, the BAR gunner fired a 10-round snap shot at two
Germans as they neared the cover of the building. Both targets disappeared behind the building.
Several seconds later, a plume of smoke appeared in the roadway at the eastern end of the bridge. The
BAR gunner shifted his aim to the smoke cloud and emptied the remainder of his magazine into it
when he thought he saw movement within the smoke.

Turn 4
Cursing, Paukovich’s BAR gunner ejected his empty magazine and reached for a new one. The
team’s riflemen aimed their Garands at the smoke cloud. During the brief lull, Paukovich noticed that
the mist over the fields had lifted and the mist over the stream was quickly thinning. Finally reloaded,
the BAR gunner aimed at the smoke cloud and Paukovich had the riflemen shift their focus to the front
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of building No. 4. Suddenly, the rapid staccato of an MG-42 broke the relative silence, but Paukovich
and his team could not see where the fire was. In the church, Peters and the rifle grenadier hurriedly
stacked a couple of pews across the interior Sacristy door for cover and settled down to watch the
Nave’s two exterior doors. The medic covered the church’s rear door and, hearing an MG-42 fire,
wished he had an 8-round Garand in addition to his pistol. The patrol’s communicator climbed to the
top of the spire and prepared to set up his SCR-300 to best advantage. Regaining his fragile nerves,
Augustine stumbled to the eastern bank at the stream’s bend and dived again for cover when saw
tracer fire and heard a machine gun fire to his left front. Riley and the BAR gunner opened the two
unlocked rear ground-floor windows of house No. 2, climbed through, and took up position at the two
windows that flanked the main front door. They crouched against the stone walls to reduce their
profiles in the windows and peered out at house No. 3. The trailing rifleman followed them in and
moved to the door. Unwisely opening it just a crack and sticking the barrel of his Garand out toward
house No. 3, he was greeted by the din of MG42 fire, splintering wood, and sharp pain in his right
shoulder and side. He fell backward into blackness. At the sound of the automatic fire and splintering
wood, Riley and the BAR gunner dived to the floor. Meanwhile, seeing Riley and the rest of his team
enter house No. 2, the team’s rifleman who had remained in over-watch, climbed out of the hedge on
its north side and began to dash toward the house. He dived prone well short of a nearby tree trunk
when an MG42 suddenly opened up on house No. 2 from house No. 3.
In house No. 3, the LMG gunner and his assistant maintained a steady watch on house No. 2’s front.
Keuppe, having heard the crash of breaking timber, ordered his team’s two riflemen to the windows on
the east side of the house to cover the church with their Stg-44 and Kar-98K. There were no signs of
movement in the windows along the church’s west side. Keuppe then turned his attention to the front
of house No. 2. After what seemed like an eternity, the gunner saw, through his sights, the house’s
front door open a crack and a rifle barrel appear in the opening. He squeezed the trigger and let off
about 10 of the 75 rounds in his drum. The wooden door splintered, dust flew off the masonry of the
doorframe, and the rifle barrel disappeared back into the house. Keuppe shouted “ceasefire.”
Meanwhile, Busch’s team made it safely to the bridge’s arch ignoring the BAR fire over their heads
and, crouching low, worked their way along the stream bank under the bridge to the south. After
briefly observing the windows of the church’s western wall, and detecting no movement Busch had his
team prepare for a dash to the churchyard wall. Suddenly, the platoon’s LMG fired off to his right.
Noting the LMG’s target house, Busch ordered his panzerfaust gunner to prepare to fire on the house
to cover the team’s advance to the wall. At row-house No. 4, Laika and his team raced to the second
floor and took up position at the front windows. The rifle grenadier was told to watch the bell tower,
Laika and a rifleman observed the church’s front, and the medic watched the churchyard. When the
LMG fired, the rifleman at the right front window shifted his focus to the west side of the church and
house No. 3 as the smoke in front of the bridge began to thin.

Turns 5 and 6 – The S*** Hits the Fan
The 5th Turn opened with the sun completely above the horizon and the mist along the river gone. In
house No. 2, Riley and the BAR gunner had to pull themselves together following the shredding of the
rifleman at the door. Keeping low, the BAR gunner checked the blood-sodden mass for a pulse –
nothing. A Garand fired two rounds nearby and Riley remembered his soldier in the hedgerow. My
God, I hope he is smart enough to use the hedge for cover, he thought. Looking around the room he
began to work out a new plan because house No. 2 clearly was untenable as long as the MG42
remained in action. The Garand fired two more rounds followed by the sound of different small arms
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fire, and then several muffled explosions in the direction of the church. Why wasn’t the LMG firing?
As Riley inched up to the window for a quick glance, there was a large explosion behind him. He fell
forward into unconsciousness. The BAR gunner never knew what hit him – he absorbed the full blast
of and debris thrown out by a panzerfaust warhead that hit the exterior side of the wall directly in front
of him. Taking careful aim, Riley’s rifleman in the field fired two rounds into the window from which
the MG-42 had fired. The machine-gunner dropped out of sight. Watching for a few moments, he
was unable to see any movement or sign of the LMG gunner in the window. He squeezed off two
more rounds into the window and then felt a stab of pain in his neck.
Meanwhile, in house No. 3 Keuppe’s LMG gunner and assistant ducked below their window after two
rounds missed them by centimeters. Keuppe tried to spot the shooter but could see nothing in his field
of vision through the south-facing windows. At their leader’s direction, Keuppe’s two riflemen
covering the church shifted back to south-facing windows in their room and heard two rifle shots from
the south hit a wall somewhere behind them. Reaching the windows, they scanned the field to their
front and spotted a lone US soldier prone in the open field near the hedge. While taking careful aim,
they saw the US soldier fire two more shots and heard the bullets hit the wall in the room next to them.
Both FJ troopers fired – the Kar-98K firing one shot and the Stg-44 two shots in select mode. Dirt
flew up near the target. The Stg-44 rifleman prepared to fire again while the Kar-98K rifleman
chambered another round. They heard several explosions from the direction of the church and saw a
panzerfaust warhead arc across their line of sight and immediately heard an explosion to their right.
Outside the church, Busch led his team, less the FJ trooper with the panzerfaust, in a dash to the
churchyard wall. With Busch and another FJ trooper covering the church windows, two troopers
cleared the wall and raced to the side of the church. They tossed their grenades into the windows
above them, ducked down, and began to ready their last two grenades for use. Waiting for the blasts,
one of them contemplated cooking off his second grenade for two seconds before throwing it. As
Busch and the rest of the team raced toward the church, the panzerfaust trooper knelt by the stream
bank near the bridge arch and aimed at the wall between the window and front door of house No. 2.
Though confident he could make the long shot, he hoped the almost 45-degree angle of his attack
would not cause the round to ricochet off the house. He squeezed the trigger, watched the round arc
through the air, and was rewarded with the sight and sound of a detonation just to the left of the door
frame. Admiring his handiwork a moment too long, he felt pain in his left knee and fell down on his
right side.
On the second floor of house No. 4, Laika and his team maintained their over-watch of the church. As
the smoke in front of the bridge thinned their view of the church and its yard improved. Laika and the
medic occupied the front center window and scanned the church front and churchyard, respectively.
The rifleman at the front right window scanned the front of the church and along the west side church
yard wall. As he saw four of his comrades dash out from under the bridge and cross over the wall to
the west side of the church he caught sight of a rifle flash in the field near a hedge in the distance.
Studying the area, he picked out a prone US soldier near the hedge. Acquiring the target in his sights
he saw the soldier fire again. He squeezed off two shots with his Stg-44 on select mode and dirt flew
up in front of the target. Meanwhile, in the front left window the rifle grenadier studied the bell tower.
Catching a glimpse of a US helmet he took careful aim at the opening. It sure seemed small. He fired,
watched the grenade fly through the air and right into the opening. The grenade detonated. The team
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heard a couple more blasts from inside the church and saw the back-blast of a panzerfaust almost right
below them. Suddenly tracer fire tore down the street in front of them from the left toward the bridge.
Within the church, Peters and his team steadied themselves for the onslaught they knew was coming.
Peters and the rifle grenadier watched the exterior doors of the Nave. Suddenly, they heard stained
glass shatter and looked to the windows. Peters watched as a grenade flew through a window and
landed about 30 feet away in the middle of the Nave. He also heard a second grenade hit the stone
floor near the Nave’s eastern wall. He yelled a warning and he and the grenadier ducked down and
back into the Sacristy, putting its stone wall between them and the grenades. As they waited for the
blasts, an explosion erupted somewhere above them and dust dropped down from the ceiling. Then
the two grenades in the church detonated. Meanwhile, the Medic covered the rear door with his pistol
from a kneeling position on the first landing of the stairway leading to the bell tower loft. He heard
glass break somewhere and then a yell warning of grenades. He heard a tremendous blast from above
and felt the stairs shake. As he stood up to go check on the blast above, he heard two explosions from
within the church. Having made it to the top of the bell tower, the radioman crouched down and stood
his Carbine against the wall. He un-slung the radio from his back, leaned it against the wall in a
corner and quickly stood up to straighten the whip antenna to maximum length. He dropped to his
knees in front of the set and reached for the handset. Everything went black.
Paukovich’s team in house No. 5 had a grandstand view of eastern Le Clos. Despite the panorama
before them, the team scanned the church, the bridge and street, and the front of house No. 4. As the
smoke in front of the bridge thinned, the BAR gunner thought he detected movement near the bank on
the south side of the bridge. He shifted his aim from the bridge to the area where he had seen
movement. An explosion detonated in the church steeple, followed by the sound of more explosions
from the church. Peering intently at the stream’s bank, he spotted a man kneeling. The back-blast of a
panzerfaust erupted behind his target and he fired a 10-round burst. The gunner saw the man go down
and aimed again for a second burst. Meanwhile, the team’s riflemen intently watched the front of
house No. 4. They saw a small dark object fly from a second-floor window toward the church and
heard an explosion. As they quickly aimed at the window, they saw a rifle fire from a second window
further down the building. Paukovich assigned them their targets and as they began to take up the
slack on the triggers of their Garands, the BAR gunner fired.
Young Augustine debated with himself in the streambed. His sense of duty to his comrades wrestled
with his instinct for survival. Duty beat self preservation and he prepared to climb the bank and dash
to the church. As he peered over the edge of the bank to make sure the way was still clear, all hell
broke loose. Small arms fire erupted to his left and front, an explosion burst in the bell tower followed
by two more blasts from the church, a rocket flew toward his left, and tracer fire streaked from his
right across the far side of the church. Augustine slid back down the bank. Self-preservation won.
And the game ended.

Wrap-up and Conclusions
Per scenario rule, the game ended in a marginal German victory with the death of the fourth US soldier
in the field near the hedge. The four US casualties were: the rifleman in house No. 2 (four MG42 hits
to his right shoulder and side); the BAR gunner in house No. 2 (the full effect of a panzerfaust blast
directly in front of him within an enclosed space); the radioman in the steeple (full effect of a rifle
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grenade landing at his feet in an enclosed space); and the rifleman in the field near the hedge (three
Stg-44 hits, one of which was a critical hit in the neck).
In reality the game at this point was pretty much a draw. The US side controlled the church and,
despite the loss of the radio operator, were in a position to inflict serious casualties on any Germans
who tried to rush the building. Given the nature of both sides’ missions – reconnaissance – in the real
world the Germans would most likely have ceased the assault on the church and reported the presence
of US forces in Le Clos. The US patrol would most likely have tried to hold their positions, at least
temporarily, and send word back to the company by runner (the radio having been destroyed by the
rifle grenade blast). The US company would have sent at least a platoon north to rescue the patrol.
The Germans, lacking the strength to seize and hold the town, would have pulled back northward to
establish an outpost nearer Deaux-Evailles but far enough south to provide advanced warning of a US
drive to the north. All of this is speculation of course.
The reality, though, this game proved to be the best Final Combat experience everyone involved in
this double-blind game has had. The system worked smoothly. Both sides played well, employing
sound tactics and putting most of their weapons into position to take advantage of their strengths. Stan
and Peter played the US side, Ben the Germans, and Steve was GM. Each turn comprised 10 action
chits and the 5.5 turns were completed in 3.5 hours.
Luck did have some bearing on play. Ben rolled uncharacteristically low on his “To-Hit” and “Hit
Location” rolls. Four right side hits on the US rifleman in the doorway out of 6 possible hits and 10
rounds fired proved very fatal for the rifleman. Three Stg-44 hits on the prone US rifleman in the
field, including one critical hit, from long range for that weapon was also bad for the US side,
especially considering that the Kar-98K shot at short range for it was a miss. On the US side, Stan
rolled uncharacteristically high on his BAR shots and a couple of morale checks. But at the end of the
day, the German troops got into more firing positions a little bit faster and tended to spot a little more
effectively than the US side.
Per normal practice, a post-mortem was conducted immediately after the game’s conclusion. It was
decided that the German panzerfaust unbalanced the scenario in their favor because the US side did
not have a comparable weapon with their patrol. The victory conditions were discussed and several
changes were recommended. The scenario has been modified to balance the weapon mixes and a new
Victory Point structure replaces the earlier victory conditions.
Double-Blind Observations
As already noted, the Final Combat chit system worked very smoothly with the double-blind (D-B)
format. The mix of figures of various troop and leadership qualities in each unit resulted in each
player being able to have at least one figure in their unit take an action on just about every chit drawn
during a turn.
The players moved their troops more slowly and cautiously and took greater advantage of terrain for
cover and concealment than in most of the face-to-face games played by the DWC. Usually in Final
Combat face-to-face games the first turn is a rush of movement with minimal spotting occurring
followed by serious blood-letting in Turns 2 and 3. “Player knowledge” was severely limited by the
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D-B format and “gamey” actions were nonexistent. The players were forced to consider their actions
more carefully before taking them, but this did not slow down the game.
One GM is manageable for a D-B game as small as Dawn Patrol and with a small group of players
who are well versed in the Final Combat system. For larger scenarios, and games with more or
inexperienced players it will be necessary to have two if not three GMs to keep the action moving.
Ben, Peter, and Steve will GM the game at Fall-In with two of them working closely with a side and
the third responsible for making it all mesh together.
The DWC will run “Dawn Patrol” again before Fall-In to ensure the scenario changes recommended
during this running have the desired effects.
.

